
 

 

HOOVER DAM "VIP" TOUR FROM LAS VEGAS 

(HDRC) 

 

Located on the Colorado River, Hoover Dam is the highest structure of its kind in the 
world.  It is an outstanding achievement, nearly 100 years old, noteworthy not only for 
its enormous dimensions, complex design and intricate construction, but also for its 
illustration of man's outstanding ability to overcome the desert's summer sun, the 
dangers of a treacherous river, and the extreme hazards of great heights on the 
canyon's sheer walls. 

This tour includes the Visitor Center and Historical Displays, views from the interior 
base of the dam into the Generator Room, the fascinating Hoover Dam Movie, with 
ample time for breathtaking views from the Top of the Dam, Lake Mead, the world's 
largest man-made lake, the eastern edge of the chasm in Arizona where you have 
fabulous views of the dam including Lake Mead. In addition, there are wonderful 
photo ops of the new Hoover Dam Bridge. Before returning to Las Vegas we stop at a 
local park where herds of Big Horn Sheep often come down from the surrounding 
mountains to gather and graze on the sweet grass. 

 

Hoover Dam Tour 

Take a look from the interior base of the dam into the generator room, and watch the 
fascinating Hoover Dam movie with ample time for breathtaking views from the top of 
the dam.  A stop at the eastern edge of the chasm in Arizona provides fabulous views 
of the dam and Lake Mead, the world's largest man-made lake. In addition, there are 
fabulous photo ops of the new Hoover Dam Bridge.  

 



 

HOOVER DAM "VIP" TOUR FROM LAS VEGAS 

 

 Tour Times and Points of Interest 

 Operates Daily  
 Departure: Approximately 11:30 am 
 Return time:  Approximately 5:30pm (Approx 6 hours) 
 Pick up at Hotel 
 Hoover Dam 
 Hoover Dam VIsitor Center 
 Hoover Dam Generator Room 
 Hoover Dam Movie 
 Views at Top of Hoover Dam, Lake Mead 
 Hoover Dam Bridge (photo ops) 
 A fun stop at a local park to see Wild Big Horn Sheep 

  

Travel and Amenities 

 Includes  unlimited bottled water and snacks 
 Gratuity Not included. 

  

What to wear 

 Hiking or athletic walking shoes 
 Temperatures are cooler from October - February so long pants and a light 

jacket are appropriate. 
 March - September temperatures are warm where shorts, hat and light shirt 

are comfortable 

  

Vehicles Used (Company's choice) 

 7-passenger Luxury 4x4 SUV's 
 12-passenger VIP mini-coaches 
 14-passenger VIP touring class mini-coaches 

 


